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Introduction
From the world of sport to politics and business, great collaboration allows
teams to flourish. And any great team must include highly skilled and talented
individuals. However, unless these individuals can work together successfully,
the team will still struggle and may ultimately fail. Marketing teams –
comprised of project managers, marketers, designers and writers – must
collaborate to deliver high-quality work on time, and teams succeed or fail
based not on the caliber of the individuals, but on the quality of their
collaboration.
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration explores three aspects of
fostering great team collaboration. Using the ideas, approaches and tools
suggested will help your team move from a group of individuals to a highperforming unit.
We discuss:
- The Collaboration Plan
- Project Planning
- Sharing Information
For each topic you will find a summary of the challenges faced by teams today,
practical ideas to apply in your team, and pointers on the tools that makes team
collaboration easier. We’ve also included rules of thumb to help teams choose
the right communication channels, plus some case studies and expert advice.
If you have questions, comments or even requests for topics you’d like to see
covered in future eBooks, we hope to hear from you!
The Azendoo Team
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The Collaboration Plan
Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common
vision. The albility to direct individual accomplishments toward
organizational objectives. It is the fuel that allows common
people to attain uncommon results.
Andrew Carnegie

Bruce Tuckerman’s model of teamwork that was introduced in 1965 was the
accepted model for many years. It described teams forming, storming, norming,
and then finally performing.1 Today, the very nature of teamwork is changing.
More employees than ever work remotely or in globally-dispersed teams. Large
and small agencies have always used freelancers, but as companies continue
to cut costs, the pool of freelancers keeps growing. The world of work has
perhaps changed more in the last decade than in the five before, and the
traditional model of teams gradually bonding over time is outdated and not
sustainable. Teams – and the individuals within them – now need to be able to
join a project and hit the ground running.
In modern business, creating a team is more like a game of pickup basketball
than a formalized unit.2 Project groups need to form and disband quickly,
reaching high levels of performance, often without ever meeting face to face.
Collaboration for a modern team looks quite different from traditional top-down
communication and delegation, and calls for different structures, relationships
and leadership.
1 http://www.niwotridge.com/PDFs/FormStormNormPerform.pdf
2 https://hbr.org/2012/04/teamwork-on-the-fly-2
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CHAPTER 1

The WHY of Collaboration
The Cost of Poor Collaboration
Poor collaboration can be caused by a lack of planning or by a team's inability to
adapt to a changing world. And it costs.
Let's say your firm's current billing efficiency is 65% (26 hours out of a 40-hour
workweek). If billable efficiency is decreased to only 25.6 hours per week, that’s a
decrease of 1%. At a rate of $125/hour, that’s a loss of over $2,500/year per
employee. Conversely, if billable hours are increased by 1%, that’s a gain of
$2,500/year. If you have five employees, that means an increase of $12,500 per
year.
Without good collaboration, team members may not fully understand their part
in a project or how the team will ultimately come together to deliver. Poor
collaboration might mean that employees miss important messages or fail to
share crucial information. Individuals may find themselves drowning under
irrelevant data, or missing key details to complete their tasks.
Poor collaboration damages team motivation and morale. A lack of
collaboration in partially or fully remote teams can lead to isolation and a
disjointed culture, with disaffected employees. Time will be wasted, team
members will be frustrated and the whole team will struggle. Ultimately, poor
collaboration has a profoundly negative impact on productivity and profitability.
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration
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The Key to Good Collaboration
Great collaboration is the key to success, but it can be challenging. Without shared
space and time to get to know each other before working together, teams can
struggle to build the collaboration structures and personal bonds needed to
flourish. Each individual team will have a unique 'recipe' for good collaboration,
based on personal styles and project goals. Though the combination will be unique,
there are common ingredients to great team collaboration:
• Good collaboration relies on strong, trusting team relationships.
• Strong team collaboration doesn't just happen – there needs to be a plan.
• Collaboration processes should be agreed upon, tailored for the team
and reviewed regularly.
• Teams can use a variety of communication channels appropriate
for the situation.
• Wherever they are in the world, team members need access to all
relevant data.
• Successful teams have transparency regarding a project’s progress,
and can also view their colleagues’ status.
• Technology plays an increasingly important part in supporting
great communication, teamwork and collaboration.
• Good collaboration needs good leadership to hold everything together.
Achieving great team collaboration does require an investment, but there is a direct
return. Teams can work well together no matter where in the world the individual
members are based, allowing recruitment of the best talent on a global scale. And
teams that collaborate well are more agile and flexible. With good collaboration,
teams are more engaged and motivated. And perhaps most importantly, a team
that works efficiently and productively can achieve more.

Failing to Plan....
One of the key ingredients of good team collaboration is having a plan. Working
together successfully as a team does not just happen. It is a process including all
team members who are working within an agreed framework to deliver together. In
the words of Benjamin Franklin, “By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”
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A shared plan means that individual team members know – in advance – what
is expected of them and their colleagues.
Planning together as a team allows for agreement and establishes an open,
transparent and honest mode of communication. Having a collaboration plan
encourages accountability, as individuals and management have an open
agreement about objectives, deadlines and quality of delivery. Team members are
then better able to manage their own time. And if team members are organized
and efficient on an individual level, then the unit quickly becomes self directing as
individuals work together on a common goal, rather than requiring a manager to
push a project along.
Without a plan agreed upon in advance, team members quickly become
frustrated. Productivity suffers as colleagues find themselves having to chase
information, struggling to find what they need, or adding amendments and
comments to old versions of documents. In a marketing team, time is wasted
by team members inadvertently working in parallel on collecting similar data
sets because information has not been shared properly. This distracts the team
from their core, value-adding work for clients.
It is not only new teams who need a solid plan for collaboration. Even in wellestablished teams, subtle changes to project requirements or team makeup can
dramatically change the way individuals work together. Collaboration plans will
evolve and change over time, and regular reviews and openness to adaptation
are essential.
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CHAPTER 2

The HOW of Collaboration
How to create your plan
A good collaboration plan answers the following key questions:
• What are the deadlines?
• What are the team members’ roles and tasks?
• How can team members support each other during the project?
• How will team members share information and data?
• What communication channels will be used within the team – and when?
• When will regular meetings take place?
• When and how will project progress be shared?
• How will changes to the project be addressed?
• What happens when something goes wrong?

Different teams might have additional challenges
to consider
For a remote team, there is an additional challenge of creating 'water cooler
conversations'.These incidental, unplanned exchanges between teammates
often plant the seeds of new ideas, and can transform individual thinking
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration
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entirely. Using a chat communication tool with the ability to message
colleagues directly and in real time, and taking the lead by asking open
questions and soliciting ideas and advice, can help tremendously.
A newly formed team must find a way to help team members get to know each
other quickly. Although trusting team bonds cannot be forced, a collaboration
plan can include a structure to help. Introduce individual team members during
a project launch meeting, or create a space at the end of every meeting to share
updates and news unrelated to work to encourage familiarity and trust.

Collaboration Planning Framework
The specifics of a collaboration plan can be quite varied for different teams.
The projects, individuals, locations and technology chosen to facilitate
collaboration and communication will define the details of the plan needed.
Here are some ideas to consider when planning for successful collaboration:
• A strong collaboration plan is agreed upon in advance by the team
through open discussion.
• Agree upon a strategy that enables team members to hear
and see each other regularly.
• A good plan has ground rules to help the team self-manage and review.
• A plan should be flexible. Incorporate the preferences, styles and locations
of team members (accounting for time differences, different public
holidays, etc.).
• Personal accountability is key to a good collaboration plan,
so managers must delegate well.
• Individuals must be able and willing to regularly share updates
on their progress.
• Managers should recognize and reward high achievement.
• Managers should provide the support and resources necessary
to work through problems or mistakes.
• Choose the right communication channels so that great collaboration
is a natural part of teamwork.
• Communication and collaboration plans should be regularly reviewed
and adjusted.
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration
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A good collaboration plan will put the structure in place that allows teams to work
well together. Agreeing on how to share documents, ideas and information – as
well as how to keep each other informed of progress – is important. Successful
collaboration is also built upon good relationships.
A great collaboration plan will help teams build rapport, get to know each other on a
more personal level and create trusting bonds. With a great plan and the right tools
for communication and collaboration, teams lay the groundwork for success.

According to my team, the strongest reasons for using Azendoo are :
reducing email exchanges, focusing on messages specific to
a topic, being confident about sharing updated documents with
the team and having a clear overall vision of the project’s tasks,
including the possibility to focus on a particular issue.
Matthieu Guignard, digital transformation consultant at Lecko
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CHAPTER 3

Collaboration Channels
Choose Your Channels Wisely
The foundation of strong collaboration is strong communication. Communication is
often one of the most difficult things to get right in a team. This is even trickier if
some or all members work remotely. There are a huge range of communication
channels available to teams. Overwhelmed by choices, teams might choose channels
based on familiarity or history rather than an analysis of their particular benefits. This
means teams often unnecessarily limit the range or types of communication
channels used, and miss out on the benefits that could result from examining what
the best choices might be for them.
Communication choices can have a dramatic impact on team culture. This is
especially the case for a remote team. A team that struggles to communicate will be
divided. A lack of collaboration can lead to frustrations and a disjointed culture of fear
and blame. Make choices to encourage open, transparent and trusting
communication, and great collaboration will come naturally.
Every team will need to use a variety of communication channels. To choose the right
channel, you need first to be clear on the purpose of the communication. Is it to give
instruction, seek ideas, or simply start a conversation? The most basic decision when
choosing a channel is whether verbal or written communication is most suitable.
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Verbal communication:
Pros and Cons
Real-time, face-to-face verbal communication
is the best way to build a team and encourage
open and honest communication and
collaboration. This is an increasingly rare
option for modern teams, but technology can
enable teams to extract many of the benefits
without needing to physically meet. It is not,
however, necessarily the best method for
conveying instructions or retaining records of
conversations or agreements.
Using verbal communication as opposed to written means that immediate
feedback is available. The speaker can check understanding and clarify meaning.
Non-verbal communication – such as tone and body language – should be clear
and understandable. Verbal communication can be either formal or informal in
tone. With technology allowing cheap or free video calling and web-hosted
meetings, cost is not necessarily a barrier.
However, verbal communication has its limitations. Conversations are easily
forgotten, and records are not necessarily kept. For remote teams, time zones, a
lack of confidence in the shared language and local cultural differences can
cause difficulties.

Written Communication: Pros and Cons
It’s natural for the majority of team communication to be written. Email, SMS, text
chat and corporate communications often take a written form. Written
communications are easily disseminated. Emails can include attachments and
links, and the written word can allow greater precision and clarity than verbal
communication. Follow up is easier with written communication as a record
exists that can be referred to later.
However, written communication – and particularly email – can be a fairly blunt
communication instrument. Poor writing skills can mean a loss of clarity, and
well-constructed written communication is time consuming. Messages can be
limited in terms of tone and feeling. Ultimately, this can cause misunderstandings
if all team communication is written. A further challenge, stemming from the
common over-reliance on email, is that team members are overloaded with
information and struggle to see what is relevant and actionable for them.
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Striking a Balance
Every collaboration plan will naturally
incorporate a variety of communication
channels. Formal and informal, structured
and unstructured communication will allow
teams to functionally work together, while
also leaving space for creativity and team
identity to evolve.
To allow functional collaboration, a plan should allow everyone in the team to
capture information, quickly assess the importance for them (and take any
immediate action they need). Team members should be able to organize
information and data for themselves and the rest of the team, and easily
review what they and the rest of the team are doing. For conference calls,
team meetings and project management, it makes sense to use chat
functions or simply pick up the phone. When creating a team collaboration
plan, there is no 'right' communication channel, but every team will find their
own balance to collaborate well.

Making Collaboration Easier
There is no one best way to communicate and collaborate as a team. Each team
will create a unique collaboration plan, and find their own combination of
communication channels to achieve their desired results. There are, however, ways
for all teams to make their own lives easier by using the right tools in the right way.

Get Face to Face
Face-to-face meetings can have enormous benefits for a team, beyond their
immediate purpose. While meetings can perform a function – a project launch or
update, for example – they also allow bonds to develop through incidental chat.
Teams can cover lots of ground in a face-to-face meeting, but this form of
collaboration can take its toll. The costs of maintaining office space (or travel, if
some team members are remote) should be taken into account.
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Make it work for you
• Each meeting must have a defined purpose and agenda.
• If your team is remote, manage costs and the impact of travel by
changing venue.
• Don't allow meetings to become a process of checking if tasks have been
completed. Azendoo lets you monitor project progress, leaving meeting
time for value adding activity.

It's Good to Talk
Conversations by phone, VoIP or other web-based channels allow for immediate
feedback and two-way dialogue. However, team members may find calls intrude
on their personal time – especially for remote teams working across timezones.

Make it work for you
• Be aware that some people are really uncomfortable speaking over the
phone. Project managers should keep in mind the preferred channels of their
team members and use those channels when possible.
• Agree to team availability – avoid phoning each other between 6pm and
8am, for example.
• Always check the time your colleague’s location to avoid timezone problems.
Whenever possible, plan calls in advance and use an agenda to manage time
and content.

'Live Meetings' With The Magic of The Web
Using a tool like Google Hangouts or GoToMeeting to host live, web-based
meetings via video conferencing can be a smart way for all team members to
feel 'seen and heard' without the costs of travel.
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Make it work for you
• Be considerate of timezone issues when scheduling live meetings.
• Check for connectivity before the meeting. There's nothing worse than losing
time to a buffering screen.
• Manage the meeting to keep everyone engaged.
• Increase efficiency by having one individual recording actions and notes in
Evernote, which can then be shared or – even better – imported into
Azendoo to create tasks.

Email
Most teams (82% of employees, according to a recent study) still use email as
their primary form of communication, with 47% sending emails with links and
35% sending emails with attachments. At the same time, 19% (the highest
percentage of respondents) say that “finding files easily” leads to effective
document collaboration.3 Another study found that 86 percent say that a lack of
collaboration or poor communication is to blame for “workplace failures.”4
Teams keep using email, even though it clearly isn’t working!

Make it work for you
• Excessive email is a productivity killer. Teams should agree and exercise
good email etiquette.
• If there’s no response or feedback after two written attempts, it’s time to pick
up the phone or speak in person.
• Errors arise if multiple copies of documents are in circulation. Use a tool like
Google Docs to collaborate more effectively on documents.
• Cut down on email significantly by using the Azendoo messaging function.
Messages are searchable and grouped by project, making them easier to
refer to than email chains. Even if someone leaves the project, all
conversations and attached documents remain within Azendoo.

3 http://www.softwareadvice.com/project-management/industryview/document-collaboration-report-2015/
4 http://www.fierceinc.com/uploads/pdfs/press/20110603_fierce_Survey_VILT_Press_Release.pdf
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Automate
Use a tool like IFTTT or Zapier to automate repeated actions and make life
easier for the team. Instead of individuals collecting overlapping data, for
example, the progress can be managed and automated with Zapier, with data
placed into an Evernote note and shared with the team.

Make it work for you
• Focus on reducing admin time and sharing data (using Zapier to place
marketing data in Evernote, for example).
• Share automation ideas within the team. There are always new products
coming to the market that might help reduce administrative and team time.
• Remove the need for manual exports from MailChimp by integrating it into
Azendoo through Zapier.
• Automate keyword tracking with the Mention integration

Collaboration has never been more
important, and yet in modern teams it can be
tricky to achieve. There is no single 'secret' to
great collaboration. Having a robust
collaboration plan, agreed upon in advance
with the whole team, provides a framework
for delivery. With this structure in place, team
members can see the progress each
individual is making, encouraging trust and
personal accountability. By choosing a range
of suitable communication channels,
individuals can not only keep each other
updated, but also share ideas and build the
bonds that move the team from good to
great.
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CASE STUDY

Claire Burge, CEO of This is Productivity
Choosing to move away from email is a choice to change your team at a
fundamental level. Email is not just about communication and information
sharing ; it is a culture that defines a team’s structure.
Your systems define and reinforce behaviour within a team. Email reinforces a
closed culture where information is hidden in individual inboxes. A collaboration
tool like Azendoo supports openness because communication is centered around
work. This simple difference in structure is what distinguishes a collaborative
team from a non-collaborative one.

5 simple steps to an Email-Free team
1. Define Your Work Style
Never assume you know how your team wants to work. Get everyone together
and have an open conversation about how you can and want to work together.
2. Set the Rules
An agreement needs to be reached within the team about how documents, time,
tasks, meetings and communication are managed. Document these rules, and
make sure that new team members are introduced to them.
3. Change the System
Ensure that appropriate tools are agreed upon and set in place. The chosen
systems need to reinforce the rules you decided on in #2.
4. Choose a Connector System
Work gets fragmented very easily. Choose a project management system like
Azendoo that connects document management apps, task management apps,
calendar apps and meeting apps. Bringing your work into a central workspace is
an important step to making collaboration effortless and email-free for the team.
5. Find a Bad Cop
Every team needs an awesome collaboration nerd who will be willing to get
sweary (in a good way) when the team moves back towards their old habits and
ways of doing things. You need someone who can get you back on the
collaboration wagon when you fall off. Change is hard!
5 Simple Steps to an Email-Free Team was contributed by Claire Burge,
Page 17
CEO of This is Productivity — a collaboration company on a mission to change
work to #happywork. Connect with her at www.claireburge.com.
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Project Planning
You don't actually do a project; you can only do action steps
related to it.
David Allen

Often teams come together solely to achieve a specific business objective.
Building a project team that can perform together quickly and effectively
requires great leadership. We have already examined the importance of
collaboration and communication plans in fostering successful teamwork.
Another important consideration to drive team performance is project planning.
Planning provides structure, removes ambiguity and encourages individual
accountability and team understanding. With proper planning, teams can sync
their efforts to ensure time is invested in value-adding activities, rather than
wasted on duplication or unnecessary administrative tasks.
Although it can be tricky, project planning is an essential skill for team leaders.
Getting a diverse and remote team to sync can be a challenge. Careful thinking
and a considered use of technology can be a great help in finding solutions.
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CHAPTER 1

The Foundation
Task Management
When planning a project – especially for a diverse and geographically scattered
team – the methodology examined and explained in David Allen's book Getting
Things Done (GTD) can be valuable. GTD idea present are a straight-forward
approach to stress-free productivity, for individuals and whole teams.
Much of project planning is, in fact, task management. Planning a project
involves planning a series of interrelated and dependent tasks, which may be
assigned or delegated to various team members. These tasks are action steps.
Breaking a project down into actionable tasks, then delegating those tasks and
monitoring progress, is at the heart of great project planning.

What is a project?
At its core, a project is any endeavor that has a specific goal. A project can be
completed by one person or a team of people. Large projects can often be broken
down into smaller projects which then have actionable steps. Usually, projects are
time-bound, and their scope and resources are agreed upon and defined in
advance. A marketing team, for example, may come together to research the
market potential of a new product, to design a targeted campaign or to develop
content for different channels. Each of these projects would require a variety of
skilled individuals and a number of varied and interdependent steps, leading
toward defined milestones and an ultimate end point.
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration
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Project Management Methodology
Although the content of projects can vary widely, completing projects always
requires the completion of many individual tasks. In Getting Things Done, Allen
breaks down the process for determining a project’s tasks — and they are as
applicable for marketing teams as they are for individuals planning a vacation.
(Hint: This advice is good for life, not just business!)
Here’s our slightly modified version:
1. Define the goal and specific limitations
What do you want to achieve and why? Increased traffic to the website? Better
conversion rates? And how soon does it need to be done? What’s the budget?
2. Imagine the outcome
After step 1, you’ve got the framework in place. Now it’s time to let your
imagination run wild! Imagine the experience of achieving your goal. What will it
look and feel like? What great things can it lead to? This step may seem
unnecessary, but in fact it helps the team figure out their motivation for
reaching the goal. This step not only makes the planning process more fun, but
it also serves as a reminder later on should problems or frustrations arise.
3. Brainstorm
In step 3, you figure out how to make it all happen. Even if one person is
ultimately responsible for overseeing the project, it’s important to get everyone’s
input during the brainstorming process. Involving the whole team and
encouraging them to share their ideas is also a great way to empower them and
give them a degree of ownership over the project.
4. Organize
Once you have collected all the ideas, it’s time to sift through them and figure
out which ones are the best ones to help achieve the project’s goal. Sometimes
this step requires some research to see if the idea is plausible and fits within
the project’s limitations. (Keep in mind that your team may come up with some
great suggestions that might not fit with the current project. Instead of rejecting
those ideas, save them for a later date or a different project.)
5. Identify actionable tasks
By now, you know the big what, why and how of accomplishing your goal. The
next and final step involves figuring out who will do which specific tasks. A proper
task brief includes: what should be done, how it fits into the overall project, when
it needs to be done, which tools to use, and what resources are available.
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What is a task
(aka actionable step)?
Perhaps you’re still not quite sure how to
create an actionable step. At the start of
planning a project, there can be a great deal
of ambiguity about the best way to proceed.
After the ideas generated during the
'Brainstorm' stage have been organized,
teams may see many potential tasks and
routes forward. Many activities may need to
be completed in parallel, and determining
the correct order for the tasks may be
complex. While team members can
volunteer for certain tasks, it generally falls
to the project manager to assign tasks.
Using a specific example, here’s how to do that: If one of the Brainstorm ideas is
to place an ad on an industry-specific site, the project manager would determine
that the actionable tasks include research to find an appropriate site, finding out
the costs and dimensions of ads, creating copy for the ad, designing the ad,
submitting the ad, monitoring the ad, etc. There is also a logical order to
completing the tasks, and once a project is broken down into its actionable steps,
it shouldn’t be too difficult to figure out who should be doing what and by when.
By working through these common sense steps, project planning can be simplified.
Remember that human brains run through this sequence almost constantly, making
decisions and planning every move we make. Project planning for a team can feel like a
challenge, but fortunately the human brain is prepared exactly for this type of activity!
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CASE STUDY

Eddie Opara from Pentagram
Pentagram is an independent design firm with a difference. Exclusively run by
designers who are partners in the firm, Pentagram employs 200 people across
19 different teams spanning the globe — and their fresh approach to projects
belies their 43 year vintage.

Teams based across Europe and the US operate independently under the
guidance of designer-partners. Without a mandate to use any specific software
for communication or project management, teams have the freedom to arrange
themselves according to their own unique mix of clients and employees.
Since one designer-partner based in New York adopted Azendoo as an antidote to
email frustration, however, use of the platform has spread organically among
Pentagram teams. Eddie Opara, one of Pentagram’s designer-partners, explains:

The conversation that I had with one of my partners was just on
a whim, where she said: “what the hell is that, let me have a look
at it”. I told her what it is and immediately she was on it, and then
her whole team was on it! Then my other partner was on it, who
I hadn’t had a conversation with at all. It was somebody from my
team who had basically started talking to them about Azendoo,
and then they were using it!
These days, Eddie's team use Azendoo as their sole means of internal
communication. Documents are attached to tasks, and even within the most
complex of projects they can't be mislaid because of the smart search function.
Even better, by using Azendoo on their smartphones and other devices, alerts and
notifications ensure no messages get missed — putting an end to nagging emails
(and snarky replies) for ever.
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To be absolutely honest I really hate – despise – email. I don’t find
it very useful at all, especially if I need to be reminded to do
something. Azendoo has been incredibly beneficial in that regard.
Azendoo works for Pentagram because the simplicity of delegating and viewing
progress on tasks allows for transparent and assured team communication.

We’re right on time. We’re able to relay that information to the
client, and that has been a very, very hard thing to do previously.
No matter which project the team is working on, from branding quirky toy apps to
dealing with exclusive architecture consultants, meeting and exceeding client
expectations is easier with Azendoo.
Pentagram works at a level of speed and productivity that would leave Usain Bolt
feeling just a little bit dizzy, posting new projects on their blog every couple of
days. Keeping up-to-date used to be arduous for Eddie and his project coordinator,
necessitating tedious team meetings to update each other on project progress.
Using Azendoo, Eddie can simply view, update and follow up on delegated project
tasks — and reserve meetings for talking about the really interesting stuff.

What Azendoo has done is that it allows to actually have team
meetings without going over projects, and that’s what we wanted
to do. We want to talk about design and new ideas, or what event
or books we are reading. We don’t want to be talking about “did
you do this task, did you do that task” in a meeting. I just don’t
think it's viable, I don’t think it’s right, and Azendoo has started to
take that away very, very quickly for us, which is fantastic.
With Azendoo improving team task management and meetings – and pushing their
productivity up another notch – Pentagram’s continued ascent to world domination
seems assured.
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CHAPTER 2

The Process
Work Status and Visibility
Once tasks have been agreed and assigned, individual project team members
should keep the group informed of the status of their work. Monitoring work
status and allowing visibility of work status across the team is important — not
only to collect data, but also to encourage others to fit in with the project plan
as a whole. Regular review of project progress encourages personal
accountability and improves the chances that team members will deliver on
time (or communicate issues if any arise).
Project tasks rarely sit in isolation. Rather, they run on a critical path, meaning
that a delay in one step can impact delivery of the next. Giving an overview of
the project helps individual team members understand how their part fits
together with others action steps. It fosters good teamwork, as individuals can be
respectful of others' time if they understand the dependencies within the project.

I can tell you that, as a project manager, using Azendoo makes
things extremely easy to track: not having to dig through emails and
not looking at a giant paper binder for things that I am checking on.
I sit down, I go to Tasks Followed and there is everything that I care
about! In the course of a project, there are hundreds, if not
thousands, of emails I no longer get, thanks to Azendoo.
Joe Cangelosi, director of European operations for Production Associates event services
A Marketer's Pocket Guide to Team Collaboration
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Sharing work status and encouraging visibility
across the team used to be a time-consuming
task in itself. Email chains or conference calls
were needed to simply report progress or
confirm completion of a task, adding no value
to the project but demanding the time and
energy of the team. With the advent of
collaborative software and teamwork
platforms such as Azendoo, the process is
now significantly more efficient and user
friendly.

Project Planning Across Time
Zones
Working in a team that crosses time zones can
be challenging. A successful communication
plan will tackle these potential issues head on.
With good planning and clear communication,
having a geographically dispersed team can be
a huge advantage. As well as being able to
draw on diverse experience and skills, crossing
time zones means extended office hours,
which can be better for business and more
convenient for customers. With a team
working nearly around the clock, you can
handle issues like a broken website link or bad
publicity in a very timely manner.

Time Zone Tips
• Before you call, always check the local time of the person you’re calling.
• Ensure deadlines are expressed with reference to time zone - it's always 'Close
of Business' somewhere in the world!
• Prioritize asynchronous communication of project updates with a platform
like Azendoo. In addition to avoiding time zone issues, this also allows greater
focus and cuts down on unnecessary emails.
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Azendoo Integrations: Tools to Make Task
Management Easier
Collaborative Task Management Applications
Collaborative task management applications like Azendoo make it really easy to
organize teams, assign tasks and stay updated on any project’s progress. The
best applications make team communication a breeze, saving you and your
team loads of time on administrative (and non-billable) tasks.

Make it work for you
• Within Azendoo, anyone can create a task, assign it, add comments, attach
documents, set a deadline and then track the progress.
• Use Azendoo to see which team members are online and currently viewing
the application.
• Keep track of everything even when you’re on the go with Azendoo’s mobile
app.

I have the Azendoo tab open 24 hours a day. It enables me to
have a global vision of who is doing what and on which project,
as well as to know what stage we are at. Azendoo basically
represents a saving of three hours each week that would
otherwise be spent on the phone.
Aurélien Terrade, co-founder and manager of the PilePoil branding agency

Calendar/Time Management Apps
A web-based calendar is helpful for project planning. You can add tasks,
milestones, meetings and other planned activities into the calendar, and share
with your team. A calendar helps a team see the big picture, which is a helpful
perspective to have when each team member is just working on a particular
part of the project.
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Make it work for you
• Use a calendar that is searchable, and add hashtags to allow you to
summarize activities planned for a specific project.
• Sync Azendoo tasks to a calendar to view upcoming deadlines.
• Use your calendar’s timeline view to see deadlines, milestones and goals.

Email
Email is the primary communication channel for many teams, but it’s a huge timewaster and can cause problems in project management. Our rule of thumb is to
use email for some client communications, but to use Azendoo for the majority
of team communication. Avoid overloading team inboxes by sharing documents,
updates, tasks and comments via Azendoo. This also allows for better
collaboration as different individuals can comment on or amend plans and
documents — and gets rid of circulating attachments entirely.

Make it work for you
• Streamline team communication with Workspace Messages and Task
Comments.
• Limit email usage to client communications whenever possible.
• Forward emails to task@azendoo.com to automatically create tasks, or
use IFTTT or Zapier to auto-generate tasks from emails.

Evernote
Evernote makes it easy to share and work collaboratively on team documents.
Even better, Evernote is a great tool to support project planning, as Evernote
checklists can be imported and synced with Azendoo, where they can be
assigned to team members. Progress monitoring becomes easy, as team action
steps are visible to all.
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Make it work for you
• Take meeting notes with an Evernote checklist, then import agreed tasks
into Azendoo for further action.
• Ensure all documents shared within the team can be easily understood by
detailing their purpose, audience and next actionable steps within the first
paragraph.

Great communication and collaboration are at the heart of good teamwork, and
with a strong project plan even a newly formed team can quickly achieve high
levels of performance and delivery. Create a plan that gives structure to the
project, then use a collaborative task management application like Azendoo to
let the updates come to you (or at least make them easier to come by). With
open communication supported by use of the right tech tools, your team will be
moving at full speed in no time.

Sharing Information
The basic economic resource – the means of production – is no
longer capital, nor natural resources, nor labor. It is and will be
knowledge.
Peter Drucker

Communication and project plans provides the structure for a team to work together.
On a day-to-day basis, team members must understand how to share information
most efficiently. Not only does this allow for progress monitoring, it also helps teams
identify and overcome barriers, as well as creates the incidental 'water cooler'
conversations among colleagues that spark new ideas and innovation.

Getting an overview
Making sense of the information collected and shared by the team is crucial.
When managing a larger team or multiple overlapping projects, getting an
overview of progress in parallel streams is a challenge. A marketing manager,
for example, might be simultaneously coordinating teams responsible for
market analysis, campaigns, ads or social media management. Tracking
progress and collating issues and solutions is essential to project success.
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Create a project tracker to support this. If the team will
meet regularly to discuss progress, this might be a simple
Gantt chart or a large roll of brown paper and some post
it notes for less complex projects. For more complicated
projects or larger teams, you need a different solution.
For remote teams or complex projects, presenting
progress as data can be enabled through technology.
Within Azendoo, dashboards can allow team leaders to
track multiple individuals or project streams. By sharing
information as data, dashboards allow for easy
overviews and analysis.

Capture, Share and Work on Information as a Team
Information is everywhere — from a quick photo of a competitor's latest ad
campaign spotted as you flip through a magazine to the inspired idea you jotted
down after your shower this morning. The information needed to make team
collaboration work can range from complex data to simple reports, task lists,
contact details, images and media files. Making it easy to capture, share and
work on information, ideas and documents leads to seamless teamwork.

Sharing Information and Working on Documents
Without an agreed approach to information sharing, teams can waste valuable
time and quickly become frustrated. This is a particular problem when it comes
to documents relating to your project. Of teams that use project management
applications, 40% consider themselves to be extremely effective in document
collaboration. Of those that don’t use applications, only 24% consider
themselves extremely effective.5
The way a team shares information has a direct impact on the culture of the
team. It is important that team members feel they can trust the information
they're working on. If documents are circulated as email attachments, team
members work in isolation to make changes, often resulting in multiple versions
of the same document. Not only does this waste valuable time and resources,
but it can also damage morale within the team, as frustrations arise and
individuals doubt that their work is valued.

5 http://www.softwareadvice.com/project-management/industryview/document-collaboration-report-2015/
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With a good plan and information sharing
platform, teams can work together more
effectively. Collaboration works best when
teams feel a sense of collective ownership
of the information or documents. Make it
easy for individuals to access, comment on
and develop documents and ideas.
One particular challenge in remote teams is
fostering the 'water cooler conversations'
that can allow individuals to bounce ideas
off each other. Help to overcome this barrier
by using a document sharing platform that
allows instant chat and direct messaging,
and encourage teams to directly ask for
ideas and feedback on the work they share.

Azendoo Integrations: Tools to Make
Information Sharing Easier
Azendoo offers easy integration with a number of platforms aimed at storing,
sharing and collaborating on information. Within an Azendoo Task or Message,
simply click on the platforms symbol to access your files and attach them for
easy sharing. Files can be uploaded from a computer, too. Team members
never have to waste time hunting down relevant files because they’re accessible
directly within Azendoo.

Without question, the deep integration with other apps like Evernote,
Google Drive, Dropbox, etc. is my favorite feature [in Azendoo].
I can focus on using whatever tool / storage solution I would
normally choose and then just connect the information together.
Michael Roberts, marketing director at Mudbug Media

Dropbox
Dropbox is an ideal platform for sharing large files and media. Within Dropbox,
users can store, share and edit files within a shared folder. Access can be given
to others via a link, which works even if the second individual does not have an
account of their own.
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Make it work for you
• Mark your most crucial or frequently used files as favorites within Dropbox to
get offline access even when you're outside of the office or without wifi access.
• If you receive files as email attachments, these can be sent easily to Dropbox
by enabling the 'Send to Dropbox' feature. Sync your Azendoo account to
import files into your tasks and project-related messages.

Box
Box provides secure cloud-based storage, perfect for sensitive documents.
Team members can access documents from any device, without the concern of
individual email addresses being compromised. Box files can be added to
Azendoo to allow efficient task management.

Make it work for you
• Box offers security options such as application passcode and permission for
sharing links. Box is great for marketing teams that need to share commercially
sensitive projects among themselves or with clients. Uploaded files are
encrypted and security levels can be customized.
• User access can be tracked and permissions can be amended or switched off
as necessary. Apply the right level of security for your project and team.

Google Drive
If your team will work together on documents, Google Drive is the perfect solution.
Any team member can create the document and share it with the rest of the group.
By making edits in 'suggest' mode, the author can read and accept or reject
amendments, and by including links documents can be made more dynamic.
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Make it work for you
• State in your communication plan how co-editing will work. Edit in suggest
mode for greater transparency.
• To avoid clogging up your colleague’s email inbox, just attach Drive docs
directly in Azendoo instead of sending share notifications via email.
• Sync Drive with your Azendoo account to attach documents to tasks and
messages, streamlining document sharing and collaboration.

Evernote
We already mentioned Evernote in the Project Planning section, but it’s worth
mentioning here because many people use it to capture, archive and share
information. Azendoo also integrates with Evernote to make this sharing easy.

Make it work for you
• If you follow the GTD principle of Collection and keeping your head
uncluttered, then Evernote is a great tool for accomplishing this. (GTD even
offers a guide on how to use Evernote effectively, though we like Jeff
Kirvin’s simplified method.)
• Treat Evernote as if it’s your ‘second brain’ — one that can store information
while your actual brain processes and makes decisions. To do that, you
first have to capture the information you want to store. Check out tips for
faster capturing with Evernote on Jeff Goins’ blog.
• Evernote’s Web Clipper is a fantastic tool for capturing information.

Because Azendoo integrates with the best and most useful platforms for capturing,
storing, sharing and collaborating on documents, you can choose whatever works
best for your team’s needs. Dramatically cutting down on administrative hassles
means that your team can work more efficiently and increase billable time.
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Case Study : Gleb Maltsev and Rachel Kinbar
from Stoneful, a content agency.
Stoneful is an international content agency based in Tallinn, Estonia. The crew of
six resembles a mini UN General Assembly, with the UK, US, Switzerland, Brazil
and Russia represented among their team of writers, designers and marketers.
They’re a multidisciplinary content team with attitude. They also happen to love
cat GIFs and Azendoo.
Stoneful's client roster would make for a colorful police lineup. It includes onoff
telecom, a company founded by Taïg Khris. They've worked with the awardwinning CRM, pipedrive. The are managing the community of rabaconda, that
includes many Global, AU and FR enduro champions. The bragging list includes
Matthew J. Phillips, Renet Pierre-Alex, Christophe Nambotin and Mathias Bellino.
Heck, they’ve even helped launch cofoundermag, a print magazine dedicated to
startup journalism, with a list of contributors that includes Kristo Käärmann,
Cristobal Alonso and Antti Stén.
From content creation, community management, web and print design and more,
Stoneful is a busy bunch. They’ve even helped launch CoFounder, a print
magazine dedicated to startup journalism.
Coordinating the crew through managing, creating and curating new content on a
daily basis can be a challenging task, or according to Stoneful's founder, Gleb
Maltsev:

Managing content on that scale and of such variety can be a
massive f*cking pain without the right tool
The biggest challenge the Stoneful team faces is effectively scheduling tasks and
sharing information, as the team collaborates on every single piece of content
that passes through. Whether they're talking to private investors about AltFi
platforms or to longboarders about bearings lube, the entire crew needs to be on
the same page, working efficiently together to meet and exceed client
expectations. As Rachel Kinbar, Stoneful’s Editorial Director, points out:
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The main challenge of implementing a new tool is getting people
to actually use it. The Project Planning section of the Azendoo
ebook would have been really helpful for us early on, because to
manage a project and tasks effectively, everyone in the team
needs to understand what a project or a task actually is.
For their first major project for TravelSim, Stoneful made do with email, Dropbox,
Google Docs and Sheets. They experimented with a project manager keeping a
workflow document for each customer, but after an influx of clients, they started
experiencing growing pains.
Then, one happy day around a year ago, Rachel discovered Azendoo and introduced
it to the team. As of today, all Stoneful projects are managed through Azendoo,
mostly using a single workspace with clients listed as “subjects”. They like it so
much they’ve even written an app review on the subject. Here’s Rachel’s take:

We were looking for something simple without much of a learning
curve. Azendoo seemed to be offering the right balance of everything.
Gleb explains that with Azendoo he can interact and engage with his team
wherever he is. Everything – from project briefs and task-related documents to
ongoing team conversations – is in the system, meaning no lost paperwork and
no playing email-attachment ping pong.
Because Azendoo allows progress to be demonstrated as data, in the form of
tasks completed, staying up-to-date is easy, and the 'completed tasks' screen
gives the whole team a warm and fuzzy feeling.

With the Azendoo app, I can see what everybody is working on, in
real-time [dramatic Silicon Valley tone]. It works like a dashboard
where I can focus on the workflow, without having to ask anyone
to brief me. Not disturbing my team with micro-requests had an
overall positive effect on productivity, with a corresponding
reduction in the amount of death stares.
It's not unusual for a debate to flourish organically in the comments section of the
Azendoo task listing, as projects pass through different team members on their
road towards completion. The Stoneful crew are no shrinking violets — and with
Azendoo, there's no reason for anyone's comments or opinion to go unheard.
Stoneful’s
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hub or “brain” of the whole operation.

The team was really happy when Azendoo introduced the Drive integration, and
the ability to directly attach documents is their overall favorite feature.

I almost feel like I’m receiving a gift when someone attaches a
document to a task. Not as pretty as flowers, but I really appreciate
that I don’t have to hunt down documents in Drive. Saves us all a
lot of time.
Azendoo has given Stoneful some of the structure that allows their current
growth. For special projects, the team creates a separate workspace where they
invite freelancers as guests to work on specific tasks, allowing for a flexible and
reactive approach, and no upper limit to the number of projects they can handle.
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Conclusion
As demonstrated in The Collaboration Plan section, the cost of ineffective team
collaboration is high. Even a small decrease in productivity results in a
significant decrease in profit. These numbers are enough of a wake-up call to
justify sharing them again:
If your firm’s billable efficiency is decreased from 26 hours per week to 25.6
hours per week, that’s a decrease of 1%. At a rate of $125/hour, that’s a loss of
over $2,500/year per employee. If you have five employees, that means a loss of
$12,500/year.
Keep those numbers in mind when you read this: According to a study by
McKinsey Global Institute, teams can increase their collaborative productivity
by 20-25% by fully implementing social technologies.6 That’s a huge increase,
and Azendoo is one such social technology that can help your team work with
less effort and fewer frustrations. Once you have put together a collaboration
plan and carefully fleshed out the project (as described in the first two
sections), using Azendoo’s task management features and information sharing
integrations will enable your marketing team to consistently deliver the great
work your clients expect.

6 http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/high_tech_telecoms_internet/the_social_economy
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Links & Contacts
To read more similar articles, head to our blog and sign up to our newsletter.
To learn more about our team, head to our website.
You want to be featured on our next release? Contact us at fred@azendoo.com

Sign Up to Azendoo Today
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